Pointer analysis is a prerequisite for many program analyses, and the effectiveness of these analyses depends on the precision of the pointer information they receive. Two major axes of pointer analysis precision are flow-sensitivity and context-sensitivity, and while there has been significant recent progress regarding scalable context-sensitive pointer analysis, relatively little progress has been made in improving the scalability of flow-sensitive pointer analysis.
Introduction
Almost all program analyses are more effective when given precise pointer information, and the scalability of such program analyses is often dictated by the precision of this pointer information [46] . Two major dimensions of pointer analysis precision are flow-sensitivity and context-sensitivity, which improve precision in complementary ways. A context-sensitive analysis respects the semantics of procedure calls by analyzing each distinct procedure context independently, whereas a context-insensitive analysis merges contexts together. A flow-sensitive analysis respects the control-flow of a program and instead computes a separate solution for each program point, whereas a flow-insensitive analysis does not respect controlflow and computes a single solution that conservatively holds for the entire program.
Recently, the scalability of both flow-insensitive pointer analysis [4, 22, 23, 25, 40, 41] and context-sensitive pointer analysis [10, 30, 33, 36, 39, 48, 52] has been greatly improved. In contrast, there Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. POPL'09, January 18-24, 2009 , Savannah, Georgia, USA. Copyright c 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-379-2/09/01. . . $ 5.00 has been relatively little progress on improving the performance of flow-sensitive pointer analysis. This lack of progress is unfortunate, because flow-sensitive pointer analysis has been shown to be beneficial to important problems, also known as clients, such as security analysis [7, 17] , deep error checking [20] , hardware synthesis [51] , and the analysis of multi-threaded programs [45] , among others [3, 9, 18] .
In this paper, we present a new interprocedural, flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm that significantly improves upon the state of the art. The algorithm as presented is context-insensitive, but it could be extended to add context-sensitivity using one of several available techniques. Indeed, there is evidence that flow-sensitivity and context-sensitivity conspire to improve the behavior of client analyses [20] . Nevertheless, by concentrating exclusively on flowsensitivity, we isolate its effects and directly address its particular challenges.
Challenges and Insights
Flow-sensitive pointer analysis presents unique challenges that hinder scalability. We will discuss these challenges in detail in Section 2.3 after describing flow-sensitive pointer analysis in Section 2.1, but we summarize the challenges now so that we can explain our insights for dealing with them.
Traditional flow-sensitive pointer analysis relies on the standard iterative dataflow technique, which must conservatively and inefficiently propagate pointer information to all reachable program points in case any of those points uses that information. Many program analyses have instead employed static single assignment (SSA) form to enable sparse analysis, which allows dataflow information to flow directly from variable definitions to their corresponding uses [43] . These def-use chains allow the analysis to avoid propagating information where it is not needed, greatly increasing analysis efficiency. Unfortunately, the construction of these def-use chains requires pointer analysis to determine where variables are defined and used, so pointer analysis itself is unable to exploit this technique.
In addition, flow-sensitive pointer analysis has prohibitive memory requirements and uses expensive set operations. Previous work on pointer analysis has applied symbolic analysis, using binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [6] , to both reduce memory usage and decrease the cost of set operations [4, 48, 52] . Unfortunately, flowsensitive analysis presents a challenge for symbolic analysis because of the presence of strong updates. Strong updates enable the analysis to kill old pointer information when a variable is assigned new information. Indirect strong updates (those involving memory store instructions such as *x = y) are problematic for symbolic analysis because they require that each program statement be processed independently, something for which BDDs are not wellsuited. Previous attempts at using BDDs for flow-sensitive pointer analysis [52] have been forced to sacrifice precision to achieve acceptable performance.
Our algorithm overcomes these challenges with two insights:
1. There exists a subset of program variables (those that cannot be referenced indirectly via a pointer, called top-level variables) that can be converted to SSA form without the benefit of pointer information. For most programs, the majority of variables are top-level variables, so our solution employs a partial static single assignment form that performs a sparse analysis on top-level variables while using the standard iterative dataflow algorithm for the remaining variables.
2. We can both preserve the precision benefits of strong updates and obtain most of the performance benefit of symbolic analysis by confining the use of BDDs to the representation of pointer information, leaving the rest of the analysis unchanged. In effect, we use a partially-symbolic pointer analysis.
Contributions
This paper introduces a new flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm that is significantly more efficient-both in terms of analysis time and memory usage-than the previous state of the art. More specifically, our contributions are as follows:
• We identify three major challenges that limit the performance of flow-sensitive pointer analysis, and we explain how all previous approaches to optimizing the analysis-as well as our new algorithm-target one or more of these challenges.
• We introduce a new type of flow-sensitive pointer analysis called semi-sparse analysis, which significantly improves scalability. We further introduce two new optimizations for flowsensitive analysis, Top-Level Pointer Equivalence and Local Points-to Graph Equivalence, that are enabled by the use of semi-sparse analysis.
• We present the first use of BDDs for flow-sensitive pointer analysis that allows the use of indirect strong updates. We also explore the BDD data structure's strengths and weaknesses compared to more conventional data structures.
• We compare our new semi-sparse analysis (SS) and semi-sparse analysis extended with our two new optimizations (SSO) against a baseline algorithm for flow-sensitive pointer analysis (IFS, standing for Iterative dataflow Flow-Sensitive analysis) based on the work of Hind and Pioli [28] . Our evaluation uses 12 C programs ranging in size from 11K to 474K lines of code (LOC), and it considers two different data structures for storing pointer information, namely, BDDs and sparse bitmaps. These two data structures are used to create two different versions of each algorithm: IFS, SS, and SSO. When using sparse bitmaps to store pointer information for both SSO and IFS, we find that SSO is 183× faster than IFS and uses 47× less memory. When using BDDs for both algorithms, we find that SSO is 114× faster than IFS and uses 1.4× less memory. Overall, our fastest analysis (SSO using BDDs) is 197× faster, uses 4.6× less memory, and can analyze programs that have 323K lines of code, which is an order of magnitude larger than the baseline algorithm (IFS using sparse bitmaps).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains flow-sensitive pointer analysis and identifies the three major challenges that hinder scalability. Section 3 describes related work and it addresses these challenges. Section 4 describes partial static single assignment form, Section 5 introduces our new semi-sparse analysis and optimizations, and Section 6 explores the usefulness of BDDs. Section 7 gives a detailed evaluation of all the analyses, and Section 8 concludes.
Background
This section briefly describes flow-sensitive pointer analysis and enumerates the major challenges in making the analysis practical for large programs. Further details on the basic flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm are described by Hind et al [27] .
Flow-Sensitive Pointer Analysis
Flow-sensitive pointer analysis respects a program's control flow and computes a separate solution for each program point, in contrast to a flow-insensitive analysis, which ignores statement ordering and computes a single solution that is conservatively correct for all program points.
Traditional flow-sensitive pointer analysis uses an iterative dataflow analysis framework, which employs a lattice of dataflow facts L, a meet operator on the lattice, and a family of monotone transfer functions f i : L → L that map lattice elements to other lattice elements. For pointer analysis the lattice elements are points-to graphs, the meet operator is set union, and each transfer function computes the effects of a program statement to transform an input points-to graph into an output points-to graph. Analysis is carried out on the control-flow graph (CFG), a directed graph G = N, E with a finite set of nodes (or program points), N, corresponding to program statements and a set of edges E ⊆ N × N corresponding to the control flow between statements. To ensure decidability of the analysis branch conditions are uninterpreted and branches are treated as non-deterministic.
Each node k of the CFG maintains two points-to graphs: IN k , representing the incoming pointer information, and OUT k , representing the outgoing pointer information. Each node is associated with a transfer function that transforms IN k to OUT k , characterized by the sets GEN k and KILL k , which represent the pointer information generated by the node and killed by the node, respectively. The contents of these two sets depend on the particular program statement associated with node k, and the contents can vary over the course of the analysis as new pointer information is accumulated (though the transfer function is still guaranteed to be monotonic). The analysis iteratively computes the following two functions for all nodes k until convergence:
The KILL set determines whether the analysis performs a strong or weak update to the left-hand side of an assignment. When the left-hand side definitely refers to a single memory location v, a strong update occurs in which the KILL set is used to remove all points-to relations v → x prior to updating v with a new set of points-to relations. If the left-hand side cannot be determined to point to a single memory location, then a weak update occurs: The analysis cannot be sure which of the possible memory locations should actually be updated by the assignment, so to be conservative it must set KILL to the empty set to preserve all of the existing points-to relations.
An important aspect of any pointer analysis is the heap model, i.e., how the conceptually infinite-size heap is abstracted into a finite set of memory locations. The most common practice, which we follow in this paper, is to treat each static memory allocation site as a single abstract memory location (which may map onto multiple concrete memory locations during program execution).
The Importance of Flow-Sensitive Pointer Analysis
Some previous work has created a perception that the extra precision of flow-sensitive pointer analysis is not beneficial [28, 37] , but as researchers attack new program analysis problems, we believe that this perception should be questioned for the following reasons:
• Different client program analyses require different amounts of precision from the pointer analysis [26] . The list of client analyses that have been shown to benefit from flow-sensitive pointer analysis includes several software engineering applications of growing importance, including security analysis [7, 17] , deep error checking [20] , hardware synthesis [51] , and the analysis of multi-threaded programs [45] , among others [3, 9, 18] .
• The precision of pointer analysis is typically measured in terms of metrics that are averaged over the entire program. In cases such as security analysis and parallelization, these metrics can be misleading-a small amount of imprecision in isolated parts of the program can significantly impact the effectiveness of the client analysis, as demonstrated by Guyer et al [20] . Thus, two different pointer analyses can have very similar average pointsto set sizes but very different impact on the client analysis.
• In a vicious cycle, the lack of an efficient flow-sensitive pointer analysis has inhibited the use of flow-sensitive pointer analyses. The development and widespread use of a scalable flowsensitive pointer analysis would likely uncover additional client analyses that benefit from the added precision.
• Several techniques [8, 17, 20, 21, 49] can improve the precision of flow-sensitive pointer analysis, but most of these techniques greatly increase the cost of the pointer analysis, making an already non-scalable analysis even more impractical. A significantly more efficient flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithm would improve the practicality of such techniques, making flow-sensitive pointer analysis even more useful.
Thus, we conclude that there are many reasons to seek a more scalable interprocedural flow-sensitive pointer analysis.
Challenges Facing Flow-Sensitive Pointer Analysis
There are three major performance challenges facing flow-sensitive pointer analysis:
1. Conservative propagation. Without pointer information it is in general not possible to determine where variables are defined or used. Therefore, the analysis must propagate the pointer information generated at each node k to all nodes in the CFG reachable from k in case those nodes use the information. Typically, however, only a small percentage of the reachable nodes actually require the information, so most of the nodes receive the information needlessly. The effect is to greatly delay the convergence of equations (1) and (2).
Expensive transfer functions.
Equations (1) and (2) require a number of set operations with complexity linear in the sizes of the sets involved. These sets tend to be large, with potentially hundreds to thousands of elements. This problem is exacerbated by the analysis' conservative propagation which requires the nodes to needlessly re-evaluate their transfer functions when they receive new pointer information even when that information is irrelevant to the node.
3. High memory requirements. Each node in the CFG must maintain two separate points-to graphs, IN for the incoming information and OUT for the outgoing information. For large programs that have hundreds of thousands of nodes, these points-to graphs consume a significant amount of memory. This problem is also exacerbated by the analysis' conservative propagation which requires the IN and OUT graphs to hold pointer information irrelevant to the node in question.
All of the work in improving the scalability of flow-sensitive pointer analysis can be seen as addressing one or more of these challenges. In the next section we review past efforts at meeting these challenges before describing our own solution to the problem.
Related Work
The current state of the art for traditional flow-sensitive pointer analysis using iterative dataflow analysis is described by Hind and Pioli [27, 28] , and their analysis is the baseline that we use for evaluating our new techniques. Their analysis employs three major optimizations:
1. Sparse evaluation graph (SEG) [11, 16, 42] . These graphs are derived from the CFG by eliding nodes that do not manipulate pointer information-and hence are irrelevant to pointer analysis-while maintaining the control-flow relations among the remaining nodes. There are a number of techniques for constructing SEGs, which vary in the complexity of the algorithm and the size of the resulting graph. The use of SEGs addresses challenges (1) and (3) by significantly reducing the input to the analysis.
2. Priority-based worklist. Nodes awaiting processing are placed on a worklist prioritized by the topological order of the CFG, such that nodes higher in the CFG are processed before nodes lower in the CFG. This optimization aims to amass at each node as much new incoming pointer information as possible before processing the node, thereby addressing challenge (2) by reducing the number of times the node must be processed.
3. Filtered forward-binding. When passing pointer information to the target of a function call, it is unnecessary to pass everything. The only pointer information that the callee can access is that which is accessible from a global or from one of the function parameters. Challenges (1) and (3) can thus be addressed by filtering out the remaining information to add. Less information is propagated unnecessarily, which leads to smaller pointsto graphs.
These optimizations speed up the analysis by an average of over 25×. The largest benchmarks analyzed are up to 30,000 lines of code (LOC).
To improve scalability, several non-traditional approaches to flow-sensitive pointer analysis have been proposed. These approaches take inspiration from a number of non-pointer-related program analyses which have addressed similar challenges using a sparse analysis, including the use of static single assignment (SSA) form. Pointer analysis cannot directly make use of SSA because pointer information is required to compute SSA form. Cytron et al [14] do propose a scheme for incrementally computing pointer information while converting to SSA form; by incorporating the minimum amount of pointer information necessary, this scheme reduces the size of the resulting SSA form. However, this technique does not speed up the computation of the pointer information itself. We now describe two approaches that use SSAs for the actual computation of pointer information.
Hasti and Horwitz [24] propose a scheme composed of two passes: a flow-insensitive pointer analysis that gathers pointer information and a conversion pass that uses the pointer information to transform the program into SSA form. The result of the second pass is iteratively fed back into the first pass until convergence is reached. Hasti and Horwitz leave open the question of whether the resulting pointer information is equivalent to a flow-sensitive analysis; we believe that the resulting information is less precise than a full flow-sensitive pointer analysis. No experimental evaluation of this technique has been published.
Chase et al [8] propose a technique that dynamically transforms the program to SSA form during the course of the flow-sensitive pointer analysis. There is no experimental evaluation of this proposed technique; however, a similar idea is described and experimentally evaluated by Tok et al [47] . The technique can analyze programs that are twice as large as those that use iterative dataflow, enabling the analysis of 70,000 LOC in approximately half-anhour. Unfortunately, the cost of dynamically computing SSA form limits the scalability of the analysis.
We cannot use a common infrastructure to compare Tok et al's technique with ours, because their technique targets programs that begin in non-SSA form, whereas we use the LLVM infrastructure [32] , which automatically transforms a program into partial SSA form as described in Section 4. While the comparison is imperfect due to infrastructure differences, our fastest analysis (SSO using BDDs) is 1,286× faster and uses 11.5× less memory on sendmail, the only benchmark common to both studies.
A different approach that primarily targets challenges (2) and (3) is symbolic analysis using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), which has been used with great success in model checking [2] . A number of papers have shown that symbolic analysis can greatly improve the performance of flow-insensitive pointer analysis [4, 48, 50, 52] . In addition, Zhu [51] uses BDDs to compute a flow-and context-sensitive pointer analysis for C programs. The analysis is fully symbolic (everything from the CFG to the pointer information is represented using BDDs) but not fully flow-sensitive-the analysis cannot perform indirect strong updates, so the KILL sets are more conservative (i.e., smaller) than a fully flow-sensitive analysis. Symbolic analysis is discussed in more detail in Section 6. Zhu does not show results for a flow-sensitive, context-insensitive analysis, so we cannot directly compare his techniques with ours.
There have been several other approaches to optimizing flowsensitive pointer analysis that improve scalability by pruning the input given to the analysis. Rather than improve the scalability of the pointer analysis itself, these techniques reduce the size of its input. Client-driven pointer analysis analyzes the needs of a particular client and applies flow-sensitive pointer analysis only to portions of the program that require that level of precision [20] . Fink et al use a similar technique specifically for typestate analysis by successively applying more precise pointer analyses to a program, pruning away portions of the program as each stage of precision has been successfully verified [17] . Kahlon bootstraps the flowsensitive pointer analysis by using a flow-insensitive pointer analysis to partition the program into sections that can be analyzed independently [29] . These approaches can be combined with our new flow-sensitive pointer analysis to achieve even greater scalability.
Partial Static Single Assignment Form
Static single assignment (SSA) form is an intermediate representation that requires each variable in a program to be defined exactly once. Variables defined multiple times in the original representation are split into separate instances, one for each definition. When separate instances of the same variable are live at a join point in the control-flow graph, they are combined using a φ function, which takes the old instances as arguments and assigns the result to a new instance.
One benefit of SSA form is that each use of a variable is dominated by exactly one definition, so it is trivial to match definitions with their corresponding uses, enabling sparse analyses. Thus, SSA form addresses all three major challenges identified in Section 2.3: It speeds up convergence, reduces the number of times transfer functions need to be evaluated, and reduces the sizes of the pointsto graphs stored at each node. int a, b, *c, *d; int* w = &a; int* x = &b; int** y = &c; int** z = y; c = 0; *y = w; *z = x; y = &d; z = y; *y = w; *z = x;
On the left is the original C code, on the right is the transformed code in partial SSA form.
There are many known algorithms for converting a program into SSA form [1, 5, 13, 15] . However, the problem becomes more difficult when we consider indirect definitions through pointers. To correctly construct SSA form, we must know which variables are defined and/or used at each statement, which in turn requires pointer analysis. Even after pointer information becomes available, we must either greatly complicate the SSA form [12] or sacrifice much of its utility [31] .
To overcome these issues, modern compilers such as GCC [38] and LLVM [32] use a variant of SSA, which we refer to as partial SSA form. The key idea is to divide variables into two classes. One class contains variables that are never referenced by pointers, so their definitions and uses can be trivially determined by inspection, and these variables can be converted to SSA using any algorithm for constructing SSA form. The other class contains those variables that can be referenced by pointers, and these variables are not placed in SSA form because of the above-mentioned complications.
LLVM
Our semi-sparse analysis is implemented in the LLVM infrastructure, so the rest of this section describes LLVM's internal representation (IR) and its particular instantiation of partial SSA form. While the details and terminology are specific to LLVM, the ideas can be translated to other forms of partial SSA.
LLVM's IR recognizes two classes of variables: (1) top-level variables are those that cannot be referenced indirectly via a pointer, i.e., those whose address is never exposed via the addressof operator or returned via a dynamic memory allocation; (2) address-taken variables are those that have had their address exposed and therefore can be indirectly referenced via a pointer. Toplevel variables are kept in a (conceptually) infinite set of virtual registers which are maintained in SSA form. Address-taken variables are kept in memory, and they are not in SSA form. Address-taken variables are accessed via LOAD and STORE instructions, which take top-level pointer variables as arguments. These address-taken variables are never referenced syntactically in the IR; they instead are only referenced indirectly using these LOAD and STORE instructions. LLVM instructions use a 3-address format, so there is at most one level of pointer dereference for each instruction. Because address-taken variables cannot be directly named, LLVM maintains the invariant that each address-taken variable has at least one virtual register that refers only to that variable. To illustrate this point, Figure 2 shows how a temporary variable, t, is introduced in the LLVM IR to take the place of the variable b, which in the original C code is referenced by a pointer.
LLVM also treats global variables specially. Def-use chains for global variables can span multiple functions; however, in the presence of indirect function calls it is not possible to construct precise def-use chains across function boundaries without pointer information. To address this issue, LLVM adds an extra level of indirection to each global variable: T glob becomes const T* glob, where T is the type of the global declared in the original program. The const pointers are initialized to point to an addresstaken variable that represents the original global variable. This modification means that pointer information for global variables is propagated along the SEG rather than relying on cross-function def-use chains.
Note: The rest of this paper will assume the use of the LLVM IR, which means that any named variable is a top-level variable and not an address-taken variable.
Advantages of Partial SSA
For flow-sensitive pointer analysis, partial SSA form has several important implications which have not been previously identified or explored:
1. The analysis can use a single global points-to graph to hold the pointer information for all top-level variables. Since the variables are in SSA form, they will necessarily have the same pointer information over the entire program. The presence of this global points-to graph means the analysis can avoid storing and propagating the pointer information for top-level variables among CFG nodes.
2. Def-use information for top-level variables is immediately available, as in a sparse analysis. When pointer information for a top-level variable changes, the affected program statements can be directly determined, which can dramatically speed up the convergence of the analysis and reduce the number of transfer functions that must be evaluated.
3. Local points-to graphs, i.e., separate IN and OUT graphs for each CFG node, are still needed for LOAD and STORE statements, but these graphs only hold pointer information for address-taken variables. The exclusion of top-level variables can significantly reduce the sizes of these local points-to graphs.
Semi-Sparse Analysis
Semi-sparse analysis takes advantage of partial SSA form to greatly increase the efficiency of the flow-sensitive pointer analysis. In order to do so, we introduce a construct called the Dataflow Graph. We first describe the characteristics of the dataflow graph and how it is constructed, and we then describe the semi-sparse analysis itself, followed by the new optimizations enabled by partial SSA. 
Inst

The Dataflow Graph
The dataflow graph (DFG) is a combination of a sparse evaluation graph (SEG) and def-use chains. This combination is required by the nature of partial SSA form, which provides def-use information for the top-level variables but not for the address-taken variables.
Without access to def-use information, an iterative dataflow analysis propagates information along the control-flow graph. As described in Section 3, the SEG is simply an optimized version of the control-flow graph that elides nodes that neither define nor use pointer information. Since address-taken variables do not have defuse information available, program statements that define or use address-taken variables must be connected via a path in the SEG so that variable definitions will correctly reach their corresponding uses. Since top-level variables have def-use information immediately available, program statements that define or use top-level variables can be connected via these def-use chains.
To construct the DFG there are 6 types of relevant program statements, shown in Table 1 . For each statement, the table lists whether it defines and/or uses top-level variables (DEF top and USE top , respectively) and whether the statement defines and/or uses address-taken variables (DEF adr and USE adr , respectively). STORE instructions are labeled USE adr because weak updates require the updated variable's previous points-to set. CALL instructions are labeled DEF adr because they can modify address-taken variables via the callee function. CALL and RET instructions are labeled USE adr because they need to pass the address-taken pointer information to/from the callee function. COPY instructions can have multiple variables on the right-hand side, which allows it to accommodate SSA φ functions.
The DFG is constructed in two stages. In the first stage, a standard algorithm for creating an SEG (such as Ramalingam's lineartime algorithm [42] ) is used. Only program statements labeled DEF adr or USE adr are considered relevant; all others are elided. Then a linear pass through the partial SSA representation is used to connect program statements that define top-level variables with those that use those variables. Figure 3 shows the DFG corresponding to the partial SSA code in Figure 1 .
Theorem 1 (Correctness of the DFG). There exists a path in the DFG from all variable definitions to their corresponding uses.
Proof. We proceed by cases based on the type of variable:
Top-level: Def-use information for top-level variables is exposed by the partial SSA form; the DFG directly connects top-level variable definitions to their uses, so the theorem is trivially true. Address-taken: All uses of a variable's definition must be reachable from the statement that created the definition in the original control-flow graph. The SEG preserves control-flow information for all statements that either define or use address-taken variables. Therefore any use of an address-taken variable's definition must be reachable from the statement that created the definition in the SEG.
The Analysis
The pointer analysis itself is similar to that described by Hind and Pioli [27, 28] . The analysis uses the following data structures: 
Algorithm 4 filter(k)
return the subset of IN k reachable from either a call argument or global variable
Optimizations
Partial SSA form allows us to introduce two additional optimization opportunities: top-level pointer equivalence and local points-to graph equivalence.
Top-level Pointer Equivalence
Top-level Pointer Equivalence reduces the number of top-level variables in the DFG, which reduces the amount of pointer information that must be maintained by the global top-level points-to graph. In addition, it eliminates nodes from the DFG, which reduces the number of transfer functions that must be processed, speeding up convergence. The basic idea is to identify sets of variables that have identical points-to sets and to replace each set by a single set representative.
Pointer equivalent variables are those that have identical pointsto sets. More formally, let → be the points-to relation and be the pointer equivalence relation; then ∀x, y, z ∈ Variables : x y iff x → z ⇔ y → z. Program variables can be partitioned into disjoint sets based on the pointer equivalence relation; an arbitrary member of each set is then selected as the set representative. By replacing all variables in a program with their respective set representatives and then eliding trivial assignments (e.g., x = x),
for all v ∈ right-hand side do
if P top (x) represents a single memory location then // strong update
if foo is a function pointer then targets := P top (foo) else targets := {foo} filt := filter(k) for all C ∈ targets do for all call arguments a and corresponding parameters p do
callsites := the set of CALL statements targeting F for all n ∈ callsites do Let F n be the function containing n OUT n ← OUT k propagateAddrTaken(F n , n) if n is of the form r = F(...) then
we can reduce the number of variables and the size of the program that are given as input to the pointer analysis. This idea has been previously explored for flow-insensitive pointer analysis [23, 44] . A different approach that primarily targets challenges (2) and (3) is symbolic analysis using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), which has been used with great success in model checking [2] . A number of papers have shown that symbolic analysis can greatly improve the performance of flow-insensitive pointer analysis [4, 48, 50, 52] . In addition, Zhu [51] uses BDDs to compute a flow-and context-sensitive pointer analysis for C programs. The analysis is fully symbolic (everything from the CFG to the pointer information is represented using BDDs) but not fully flow-sensitive-the analysis cannot perform indirect strong updates, so the KILL sets are more conservative (i.e., smaller) than a fully flow-sensitive analysis. This work is explored in more detail in Section 6. Zhu does not show results for a flow-sensitive, context-insensitive analysis, so we cannot directly compare his techniques with ours. Partial SSA form provides an opportunity to apply this optimization to flowsensitive pointer analysis as well. To do so, we must be able to identify pointer-equivalent variables prior to the pointer analysis itself. Theorem 2 shows how we can identify top-level pointer-equivalent variables under certain circumstances.
Theorem 2 (Top-level pointer equivalence). A COPY statement of the form
Proof. Top-level variables are in SSA form, which means that they are each defined exactly once. Therefore, the value of each top-level variable does not change once it is defined.
Since x and y are top-level variables, their values never change. The COPY statement assigns x the value of y, so x y.
Theorem 2 says that variables involved in a COPY statement with a single variable on the right-hand side are pointer equivalent, so they can be replaced with a single representative variable. The COPY statement (called a single-use COPY) is then redundant and can be discarded from the DFG. When statements are discarded, any edges to those statements must be updated to point to the successors of the discarded statement. If node n is discarded from DFG = N, E then the result is a new DFG = N , E where: Figure 3, Figure 4 shows the optimized version of Figure 3 .
Theorem 3 (Correctness of the Transformation). The top-level pointer equivalence transformation preserves SSA form for toplevel variables.
Proof. There are two characteristics of SSA form that the transformation must preserve:
Every variable is defined exactly once. Let V be a set of pointer-equivalent variables found by the transformation and let S be the set of statements that define these variables. S contains exactly one statement that is not a single-use COPY. S must contain at least one such statement because otherwise S forms a cycle in the def-use graph such that a variable is used before it is defined, which would violate SSA form. S cannot contain more than one such statement because only single-use COPYs are considered when Every definition dominates all of its uses. Every single-use COPY in S is dominated by a statement in S-if a statement x = y ∈ S, then x, y ∈ V and by definition S must also contain the statement defining y. There is exactly one statement in S that is not a single-use COPY; therefore that statement must dominate all other statements in S. When the single-use COPYs are deleted, all of the edges pointing to those statements are updated as described above-therefore the remaining statement in S must dominate all statements in the program that used a variable in V .
Local Points-to Graph Equivalence
Local Points-to Graph Equivalence allows nodes in the DFG that are guaranteed to have identical points-to graphs to share a single graph rather than maintain separate copies. This sharing can significantly reduce the memory consumption of the pointer analysis, as well as reduce the number of times pointer information must be propagated among nodes.
To identify nodes with identical points-to graphs, we define the notion of non-preserving nodes. The points-to graphs that are local to nodes in the DFG (i.e., IN k and OUT k ) only contain pointer information for address-taken variables. By the nature of partial SSA form, only STORE instructions and CALL instructions (which reflect the changes caused by STORE instructions in the callee function) can modify the address-taken pointer information; we call these nodes non-preserving. Other instructions may use this information (e.g., LOAD and RET instructions), but they propagate the pointer information through the DFG unchanged; we call these nodes preserving. We say that non-preserving node p reaches node q (p q) if there is a path in the DFG from p to q, using only SEG edges, that does not contain a non-preserving node. There may be a number of nodes in the DFG that are all reachable from the same set of non-preserving nodes; Theorem 4 says that these nodes are guaranteed to have identical points-to graphs.
Theorem 4 (Local points-to graph equivalence). Let N np ⊆ N be the set of non-preserving DFG nodes. ∀p ∈ N np and q, r ∈ N : (p r ⇔ p q) ⇒ q and r have identical points-to graphs.
Proof. Assume ∃q, r ∈ N.(∀p ∈ N np : p q ⇔ p r), and that q and r do not have identical points-to graphs. Then one of the nodes (assume it is q) must have received pointer information that the other did not. However, by construction of the partial SSA form, non-preserving nodes are the only places that can generate new pointer information for address-taken variables (the only kind of variable present in the local points-to graphs). Therefore ∃p ∈ N np .(p q ∧ ¬(p r)). But this violates our initial assumption that both p and q are reachable from the same set of non-preserving nodes. Therefore, p and q must have identical points-to graphs.
A simple algorithm (see Algorithm 11) can detect nodes that can share their points-to graphs. For each STORE and CALL node in the DFG, the algorithm labels all nodes that are reachable via a sequence of SEG edges without going through another STORE or CALL node with a label unique to the originating node. Since nodes may be reached by more than one STORE or CALL node, each node will end up with a set of labels. This process takes O(n 3 ) time, where n is the number of nodes in the SEG portion of the DFG. These labels represent the propagation of the unknown pointer information computed by the originating node. All nodes with an identical set of labels are guaranteed to have identical local pointsto graphs and can therefore share a single graph among them.
Algorithm 11
Detecting nodes with equivalent points-to graphs. Require: DFG = N, E Require: ∀n ∈ N : id n is a unique identifier Require: Worklist = N while Worklist is not empty do n =SELECT(Worklist)
By potentially sacrificing a small amount of precision we can greatly increase the effectiveness of this optimization. CALL nodes turn out to be a large percentage of the total number of nodes in the DFG. By assuming that callees do not modify address-taken pointer information accessible by their callers, thereby allowing Algorithm 11 to treat CALL nodes exactly the same as all other non-STORE nodes, we can significantly increase the amount of sharing between nodes. This assumption is sound-the optimization only causes nodes to share points-to graphs, so if a callee does modify address-taken pointer information, the pointer information is propagated to additional nodes that it otherwise wouldn't have reached. The effect of this assumption on precision and performance is explored in Section 7.
Symbolic Analysis
This section briefly discusses the pros and cons of using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) for flow-sensitive pointer analysis. BDDs are data structures for compactly representing sets and relations [6] .
BDDs have several advantages over other data structures for this purpose: (1) the size of a BDD is only loosely correlated with the number of elements in the set that the BDD represents, meaning that large sets can be stored in very little space, and (2) the complexity of set operations involving BDDs depends only on the sizes of the BDDs involved, not on the number of elements in the sets. Symbolic analysis takes advantage of these characteristics to perform analyses that would be prohibitively expensive-both in time and memory-using more conventional data structures. There are a number of examples of symbolic pointer analyses in the literature [4, 48, 50, 51, 52] . These analyses are fully symbolic: all relevant information is stored as either a set or relation using BDDs, and the analysis is completely expressed in terms of operations on those BDDs. When applied specifically to flow-sensitive pointer analysis [51] , the relevant information is the control-flow graph and the points-to relations; these are stored in BDDs and the transfer functions for the CFG nodes are expressed as BDD operations. Thus, the analysis essentially compute the transfer functions for all nodes in the CFG simultaneously, making the analysis very efficient.
The strength of symbolic analysis lies in its ability to quickly perform operations on entire sets. Its weakness is that it is not well-suited for operating on individual members of a set independently from each other. This weakness directly impacts flowsensitive pointer analysis. The KILL sets for indirect assignments, such as *x = y, cannot be efficiently computed on-the-fly because their contents depend not only on the pointer information computed during the analysis itself but also on the individual characteristics of the points-to set elements at the node in question, e.g., whether a particular element represents a single memory location or multiple memory locations (as would be true for a variable summarizing the heap). Therefore a fully symbolic flow-sensitive pointer analysis must either process each indirect assignment separately, at prohibitive cost, or conservatively set all KILL sets for indirect assignments to the empty set, sacrificing precision.
We propose an alternative to a fully symbolic analysis, which is to encode only a subset of the problem using BDDs. For pointer analysis the most useful subset to encode is the set of points-to relations, which is responsible for the vast majority of both memory consumption and set operations in the analysis. By isolating the pointer information representation into its own source code module, we can easily substitute a BDD-based implementation while leaving the rest of the analysis completely unchanged, including the on-the-fly computation of KILL sets. In our experimental evaluation we study the effects of using BDDs to represent pointer information for both the baseline analysis (based on Hind and Pioli [28] ) and our new semi-sparse analysis.
Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate our new techniques, we implement three flow-sensitive pointer analysis algorithms: a baseline analysis based on Hind and Pioli [28] (IFS); semi-sparse flow-sensitive analysis (SS); and the semi-sparse analysis augmented with our two new optimizations, top-level pointer equivalence and local points-to graph equivalence (SSO). All the algorithms are field-sensitive (i.e., they treat each field of a struct as a separate variable) and for each algorithm we evaluate two versions, one that implements pointer information using sparse bitmaps and a second that uses BDDs.
The bitmap versions of IFS, SS, and SSO filter pointer information at call-sites as described by Hind and Pioli (see Section 3 and Section 5.2). The BDD versions of these algorithms do not use filtering. The goal of filtering is to reduce the amount of pointer information propagated between callers and callees in order to speed up convergence and reduce the sizes of the points-to graphs. As mentioned earlier, with the use of BDDs we don't need to worry about the sizes of the points-to graphs, and in fact for the BDD versions the overhead involved in filtering the pointer information overwhelms any potential benefit.
The algorithms are implemented in the LLVM compiler infrastructure [32] , and the BDDs use the BuDDy BDD library [35] . The algorithms are written in C++ and handle all aspects of the C language except for varargs. The source code for the various algorithms is freely available at the authors' website.
The benchmarks for our experiments are described in Table 2 . Six of the benchmarks are taken from SPECINT 2000 (the largest six applications from that suite) and six from various open-source applications. Function calls to external code are summarized using hand-crafted function stubs. The experiments are run on a 1.83 GHz processor with 2 GB of memory, using the Ubuntu 7.04 Linux distribution. Table 3 gives the analysis time and memory consumption of the various algorithms. These numbers include the time to build the data structures, apply the optimizations, and compute the pointer analysis.
Performance Results
For the bitmap versions of these algorithms, memory is the limiting factor. IFS only scales to 20.5K LOC before running out of memory, SS scales to 67.2K LOC, and SSO scales to 252.6K LOC. For the two benchmarks that IFS manages to complete, SS is 75× faster and uses 26× less memory, while SSO is 183× faster and uses 47× less memory. For the four benchmarks that SS completes, SSO is 2.5× faster and uses 6.8× less memory.
For the BDD versions of these algorithms, memory is not an issue and all three algorithms scale to 323.5K LOC. However, the two largest benchmarks (gdb and ghostscript) do not complete within our arbitrary time limit of eight hours. For the ten benchmarks that they do complete, SS is 44.8× faster than IFS and uses 1.4× less memory, while SSO is 114× faster and uses 1.4× less memory. Comparing the fastest algorithm in our study (SSO using BDDs) with our baseline algorithm (IFS using bitmaps) using the two benchmarks that IFS manages to complete, we have sped up flow-sensitive analysis 197× while using 4.6× less memory.
Figures 5 and 6 describe various analysis statistics to explain the relative performance of these algorithms. Figure 5 gives the percentage of points-to graphs that SS and SSO have compared to IFS (i.e., the number of points-to graphs maintained at each node summed over all the nodes). Figure 6 gives the percentage of instructions that are processed by SS and SSO compared to IFS (i.e., the total number of nodes popped off of the statement worklists in Algorithm 1).
For IFS the pointer-related instructions have been grouped into basic blocks to reduce the number of points-to graphs that need to be maintained. This grouping is not possible for SS and SSO because they have def-use chains between individual instructions. However, averaged over all the benchmarks, SS still has 24.6% fewer points-to graphs than IFS because only nodes in the SEG portion of the dataflow graph require points-to graphs. Also recall that the points-to graphs for SS and SSO only have to hold pointer information for address-taken variables, so they are much smaller than the points-to graphs for IFS. SSO reduces the number of pointsto graphs by another 66.6% over SS using local points-to graph equivalence. Table 3 . Performance: time (in seconds) and memory consumption (in megabytes) of the various analyses. Results under the bitmap columns are obtained using pointer information implemented using sparse bitmaps; those under the BDD columns are obtained using pointer information implemented using BDDs. OOM means the benchmark ran out of memory; OOT means it ran out of time (exceeded an eight hour time limit). 
Performance Discussion
Semi-sparse analysis delivers on its promise. Based on the number of instructions processed and the reported efficiency, semisparse analysis significantly speeds up convergence. When using bitmaps, the global top-level points-to graph significantly reduces memory consumption as well, especially when coupled with the top-level pointer equivalence and local points-to graph equivalence optimizations. However, there are some results which may be a bit surprising; we highlight these results and explain them in this section. First, note the memory requirements for the BDD analyses as compared to the sparse bitmap analyses. We see for the smaller benchmarks that the BDDs actually require more memory than the bitmaps, even though the premise behind BDDs is that they are more memory efficient. This discrepancy arises because of the implementation of the BuDDy library-an initial pool of memory is allocated before the analysis begins, then expanded as necessary. As we look at the larger benchmarks we see that the memory requirements for the BDD analyses rise much more slowly than that for the bitmaps, bearing out our initial premise.
Second, the bitmap version of SSO completes for nethack-3.4.3, but runs out of memory for two benchmarks with fewer statements (253.perlbmk and vim-7.1). This showcases the difficulty of predicting analysis performance based solely on the input size-the actual performance of the analysis also depends on factors that are impossible to predict before the analysis is complete, such as the points-to set sizes of the variables and how widely the pointer information is dispersed via indirect calls.
Third, the time required for the SS and SSO BDD analyses to analyze 253.perlbmk, vim-7.1, gdb-6.7.1, and ghostscript-8.15 seem disproportionately long considering the analysis times for the other benchmarks. There is one minor and one major reason for this anomaly. The minor reason is specific to 253.perlbmk-the field-sensitive solution has an average points-to set size over twice that of the field-insensitive solution. This result seems counterintuitive, since field-sensitivity should add precision and hence reduce points-to set size. However, to account for the individual fields of the structs, field-sensitive analysis increases the number of address-taken variables, in some cases (such as 253.perlbmk) making the points-to set sizes larger than for a field-insensitive analysis, even though the analysis results are, in fact, more precise. With the exception of 253.perlbmk, all the other benchmarks do have smaller points-to set sizes for the field-sensitive analysis.
For the remaining three benchmarks with disproportionately large analysis times (vim-7.1, gdb-6.7.1, and ghostscript-8.15), the major reason for the anomaly is the BDDs themselves. To confirm this finding, we measure the average processing time per node for each of the benchmarks and find that these three benchmarks have a much higher time per node than the others. The main cost of processing a node is the manipulation of pointer information, which points out a weakness of BDDs-their performance is directly related to how well they compact the information that they are storing, and it is impossible to determine a priori how well the BDDs will do so. The performance of the pointer analysis can vary dramatically depending on this one factor. There are BDD optimizations that we have not yet explored, and these may improve performance; these include the re-arrangement of the BDD variable ordering, the use of don't care values in the BDD, and other formulations of BDDs such as Zero-Suppressed BDDs (ZBDDs). Various other BDD-based pointer analyses have benefitted from one or more of these optimizations [34, 48] While for now the BDD versions have superior performance, there is still much that can be done to improve the bitmap versions. Memory is the critical factor, and most of the memory consumption comes from the local points-to graphs. Even after apply- ing the local points-to graph equivalence optimization, a significant number of the remaining local points-to graphs contain identical information-further efforts to identify and collapse these local graphs ahead of time could have a dramatic impact on memory consumption. For example, there are several possible schemes for dynamically identifying and sharing identical bitmaps across multiple points-to graphs. In addition, by combining semi-sparse analysis with dynamically computed static single assignment form [8, 47] we could greatly reduce the sizes of the local points-to graphs. We can decrease the cost of evaluating the transfer functions using techniques such as the incremental evaluation of transfer functions [19] . We believe that there is still significant room for improvement in the bitmap version of the SSO algorithm, which we plan to explore in future work.
SSO Precision
The version of SSO used in these experiments makes use of the assumption discussed at the end of Section 5.3.2, i.e., that callee functions do not modify address-taken pointer information accessible by their callers. This assumption increases the effectiveness of the optimizations (see Figures 7 and 8 for a comparison) , but potentially sacrifices some precision. To test how much precision is lost we compute the thru-deref metric for SSO both with and without this assumption. The thru-deref metric examines each LOAD and STORE in the program and averages the points-to set sizes of the dereferenced variables, weighted by the number of times each variable is dereferenced-the larger the value, the less precise the pointer analysis. We find that our benchmarks do not suffer a significant precision loss by making this assumption; on average the thru-deref metric increased by 0.1%, with a maximum increase of 0.2%.
Conclusion
Flow-sensitive pointer analysis is an important enabling technology for program analysis. We have identified the major challenges that stand in the way of scalable flow-sensitive pointer analysis, and we have directly addressed these challenges with our new semi-sparse analysis, thereby significantly improving on the previous state of the art. We have also described how BDDs can be effectively used for a fully flow-sensitive pointer analysis without sacrificing precision. Our techniques are 197× faster and use 4.6× less memory than traditional flow-sensitive pointer analysis.
In the future we plan on further optimizing the analysis, implementing a number of precision-enhancing features, and building various client analyses (such as security and error-checking applications) to showcase the usefulness of our techniques. We believe that flow-sensitive pointer analysis has an important position in the realm of program analysis and that our work has made it possible for clients that use flow-sensitive pointer information to scale to applications with hundreds of thousands of lines of code.
